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Sustainable Materials Management Remarks by J Michael Huls, Professor, SSM, Santa Monica College 

Good afternoon delegates, organizers and participants. If there is one truth about the universe, it is that 

… change is inevitable.  

About 100 years ago, a seismic shift in our economy occurred when US society led by government and 

big business began to turn away from waste not, want not, and the pioneering ethic, to a new paradigm, 

the throwaway ethic.  

The reason? To help bridge the gap from the Great Depression in the 1930s to a booming economy by 

the 1950s. It wasn’t by accident and it didn’t happen overnight, nor was it accomplished easily. It took a 

lot of advertisement and promotion to break down societal norms established by centuries of practice. 

And it created many losers in terms of the first two Rs of the 3Rs – reduce and reuse. 

Mainly through the one-way communication medium of TV, and a pervasive culture and economy of 

wasting, we were led down a path of perpetual unknowing discontent -- e.g., unhappy, unsatisfied, 

unfulfilled -- and that the only way to “success” was to acquire and display more “stuff.” The benefit to 

this, of course, was that more goods were sold in essentially saturated markets.  

I’m reminded of my 1980s UN-World Bank research at our National Archives, where I reviewed old 

issues of Look and Scientific American from the 1940s and 50s, with full page ads of a couple of guys 

fishing on a boat on a pristine lake, capturing one of them throwing an empty beer can overboard with 

the caption, “How convenient!” 

In 1960, cultural critic Vance Packard published his book, The Waste Makers, an exposé of “the 

systematic attempt to make us wasteful, debt-ridden, and permanently discontented.” We now know 

this to be planned obsolescence, but it had profound impacts on how things were made, how they were 

used, and most importantly on local, neighborhood-based economies.  

We see some of this today as superstore Walmart pressures communities to allow large scale, mass-

based and low value product sales that undercut local mom and pop stores with higher value added and 

local economic return.  

There are further examples of how this change occurred.  

Two individuals stand out: August Anheuser "Gussie" Busch Jr., the brewery magnate, and King Gillette, 

founder of the safety razor manufacturer.  

Busch realized that making 50 single-trip containers made him a lot more money than one reusable 

bottle making 50 trips, when introducing the disposable can in the 1940s.  

Gillette introduced the first bonafide throwaway product, the safety razor blade in the early 1900s.  

These individuals spearheaded the throwaway ethic that changed our economy from reuse, repair, 

restore, and remanufacture to the planned obsolescence characteristics of the linear discard economy.  

You well know this as planning or designing a product with a limited useful life, so it will 

become obsolete, unfashionable, or no longer functional after a certain period of time. But perhaps you 

did not know that the origins of planned obsolescence go back as far as 1932 with Bernard London's 

treatise Ending the Depression Through Planned Obsolescence, which had a marked impact on 
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government thinking about policy development. This effort has not really abated and represents a real 

continued threat to global sustainability, hence peace and prosperity. 

How so? Well, according to the UN Environment Programme: 

 Global material resource use during the 20th century rose at about twice the rate of population 

 The United States consumes nearly 50% more materials on a per capita basis this century than 

in 1975 

 Global material use has quadrupled over the past four decades, with annual global extraction of 

materials growing from 22 billion tons (1970) to 90 billion tons (2017)  

 The  UN’s International Resource Panel Report estimates material resource use may more than 

double by 2050 

 In the USA, our estimated 290 million tons of municipal solid “waste” – what we burn, bury or 

recycle – really represents nearly 20 billion tons of resources from agriculture, mining, forestry, 

transportation, and energy production, or about an average of 70 lbs for every single pound we 

carelessly or casually discard 

That is why even bringing your water bottle today represents such a significant beneficial impact. And 

why I say that sustainable materials management or zero wasting can do more for peace and prosperity 

on the planet than virtually anything we can do … as wastage here means shortages over there. 

And while we are squandering our resources with the linear take-make-discard economy, our basic 

sanitation-based system of burn or bury has dominated our technological and economic approaches to 

materials discard management. Just 70 years ago, recycling in all forms comprise nearly 50% of our 

economy. Today, it represents less than 10%. 

It is within this context that we are gathered here today to discuss upcycling. I can say unequivocally 

that upcycling is a huge component of the solution to bring sustainable materials management to our US 

society and to help bridge the gap from linear take-make-discard to a holistic, circular economy.  

Let’s step back to history again to see what happened to upcycling in the past. 

In  this country, in the early 20th century, reuse and upcycling were well represented in local economies. 

Among some of the oldsters in our audience – ok, maybe just me – I commonly had my shoes resoled 

rather than buying new ones. Rather than toss out a TV, I would take its tubes out and test them at the 

local hardware to determine what tube had burned out, so I could replace it. And when my shoes skates 

fell apart, I simply refashioned them into a skateboard by nailing the wheels onto a small wooden plank. 

Also, I recall returning soda bottles for their deposit, dropping them onto racks affixed to the sides of 

vending machines. 

But this changed as downcycling, relying on recycling products for their elemental value, replaced reuse 

and upcycling. I was also able to document this trend in my World Bank research as urban areas around 

the developing world lost their home-grown reuse and upcycling networks, with their value-added 

benefit to local economies, as international corporations in the latter part of the 20th century extracted 

more and more materials with easy downcycling systems. 

So, we can see that due to many factors, change has occurred worldwide. Away from sustainable 

management and towards resource exploitation. 
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But this will change again, in part due to the efforts of those in this room, but also due to the changes 

that we need to see happen in our urban areas. 

Already, China has decided not to accept our “trash.” As we may or may not know, recyclable trash is 

our nation’s greatest export these days. It represents over a third of the recycling economy represented 

by $90 billion. But if we can’t recycle overseas, can we recycle here? 

Not as presently constituted. Our local industries have suffered in the past couple of decades.  

 The United States has lost approximately 42,400 factories since 2001 

 About 75 percent of those factories employed over 500 people when they were still in operation 

 The United States has lost a total of about 5.5 million manufacturing jobs since October 2000 or 

about 32% of all its manufacturing jobs 

 The United States has become a nation that consumes everything in sight and yet produces 

increasingly little; as of today, America’s consumptive behavior accounts for 70 percent of its 

GDP; and of this 70 percent, over half is spent on services 

 In California, CalRecycle notes that we would need an almost 300% increase in local recycling 

capacity to replace lost export markets 

So, our path is clear. As the UN writes, “Resource efficiency alone is not enough … What is needed is a 

movement from linear to circular material flows through a combination of extended product life cycles, 

intelligent product design, and standardization, reuse, recycling and remanufacturing. Business models 

aiming at offering high-quality services as an alternative to selling more products would be another 

important component.” 

And coupled with small scale, decentralized developments in sustainable materials management – as 

opposed to centralized, large scale mechanized solid waste management systems – upcycling can play 

an important and critical role in helping our country convert to a circular economy. 

Is upcycling the sole solution? No. But it must become an essential leader in building local economy to 

change from the linear, disposal based system, to a holistic, sustainable, circular economy. 

 


